2018 Debriefing
To build from this year’s Youth Count DC and to ensure successful implementation moving forward, we
are seeking feedback from participating agency staff and peer surveyors on four key areas:
Communications & Preparedness, Logistics, Capacity, and Methodology. For each area, consider which
aspects of this year’s count worked and which ones didn’t work. Make notes of any other thoughts or
recommendations that you have for each area in the space provided and document any other suggestions
you’d like to communicate to the Youth Count planning team in the notes section below.

Communications
& Preparedness
What worked?

Instructions for how to participate in the Youth Count & expectations of your
participation ● Understanding of trainings ● Responsiveness to questions and
needs, etc. ● Adequateness of training ● Resource sheet information was accurate
and useful to interactions ● Did you feel well-prepared and equipped to participate
in the count?, etc.

What didn’t work?

Other thoughts?

Adequateness of survey supplies ● Pick-up and drop-off of survey supplies ●
logistics of ensuring ● staff and volunteer scheduling at your agency ● Volunteer
coordination, etc.

Logistics
What worked?

Other thoughts?

What didn’t work?
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Ability of your organization to implement the surveys ● Capacity to cover maps
(outreach teams) ● Ideas for building up agency’s ability to conduct the count in
programs ● Usefulness of volunteers ● Usefulness of peer surveyors, etc.

Capacity
What worked?

What didn’t work?

Other thoughts?

Methodology
What worked?

Other thoughts?

OTHER NOTES:

Survey instrument ● Timeframe of count ● Outreach to different groups of youth in
the community who may have been eligible ● Ideas for other partners that should
be included in successive counts to connect to hard-to-reach youth ● Incentive gift
cards for peer surveyors and respondents ● Paper, online, app surveys, etc.

What didn’t work?

